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Our Universe today
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Large scale structures Large scale structures

Clusters of galaxiesGalaxies

Cosmic microwave background
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85% of the matter 
content is non-

luminous, or dark



Dark Matter 
in Galaxies
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Vera Rubin in the 70s



Dark matter forms the 
structures we observe in the 
Universe today, in particular 
also galaxies

But:  
what is it made of?

4
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First:
what is normal 
matter made of?

Neutron Proton

Electron

galaxies, stars, planets, 
people, polenta…

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org

3(8)The Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 � The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences � www.kva.se

seen before. Most of them did not fi t into the models physicists had at that time, that matter 
consisted of atoms with neutrons and protons in the nucleus and electrons round it. Deeper 
investigations into the innermost regions of matter revealed that protons and neutrons each 
concealed a trio of quarks. The particles that had already been discovered also were shown to 
consist of quarks. 

Now, almost all the pieces of the puzzle have fallen into place; a Standard Model for the 
indivisible parts of matter comprises three families of particles (see diagram). These fami-
lies resemble each other, but only the particles in the fi rst and lightest family are suffi ciently 
stable to build up the cosmos. The particles in the two heavier families live under very unsta-
ble conditions and disintegrate immediately into lighter kinds of particles. 

Everything is controlled by forces. The Standard Model, at least for the time being, includes 
three of nature’s four fundamental forces along with their messengers, particles that convey the 
interaction between the elementary particles (see diagram). The messenger of the electromagne-
tic force is the photon with zero mass; the weak force that accounts for radioactive disintegration 
and causes the sun and the stars to shine is carried by the heavy W and Z boson particles; while 
the strong force is carried by gluon particles, which see to it that the atom nuclei hold together. 
Gravity, the fourth force, which makes sure we keep our feet on the ground, has not yet been 
incorporated into the model and poses a colossal challenge for physicists today.

The mirror is shattered 

The Standard Model is a synthesis of all the insights into the innermost parts of matter that 
physics has gathered during the last century. It stands fi rmly on a theoretical base consisting 

Molecule Atom nucleus Proton/neutronAtom Quark

Into the matter. Electrons and quarks are the smallest building blocks of all matter.

The Standard Model today. It unifi es all the fundamental building blocks of matter and three of the four fundamental forces. 
While all known matter is built with particles from the fi rst family, the other particles exists but only for extremely short time 
periods. To complete the Model a new particle is needed – the Higgs particle – that the physics community hopes to fi nd in the 
new built accelerator LHC at CERN in Geneva.

Elementary particles
First family Second family Third family

electron
neutrino

muon
neutrino

tau
neutrino

electron muon tau

up
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charm

down strange bottom

top
weak force

electromagnetic 
force

W, Z

photon

gluons

Forces Messenger particles

strong force

Higgs?
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Particles from a very early phase of our Universe
6



What do we know about the 
dark matter particles?
Exist today and in the early Universe 

Constraints from astrophysical 
measurements and from searches 
for new particles: 

No electric charge 

No strong interaction 

Slow-moving (non-relativistic, or 
Cold) as large-scale structure 
were forming 

Stable, or very long-lived

Background | Probing dark matter through gravity

N-body

[Assume something 
about dark matter, 

cosmology, and galaxy 
formation]

COLD WARM HOT

Observation
[e.g. rotation curves; lensing; 

galaxy counts etc.]

CMB Cold Warm Hot

Probing dark matter through gravity



Weakly interacting massive 
particles (WIMPs)

One of the leading hypotheses 
for Cold Dark Matter 

A thermal relic from an early 
phase 

We can calculate its density 
today 

and it matches the 
observations

quarks
leptons
photons
…

new
particles



WIMPs could make up the halo of our 
Milky Way
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Dark matter 
       = 
A new particle, which does not 
emit nor absorb light
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How to make these dark 
matter particles  visible?

Look for very rare collisions of such particles with atomic nuclei

χ χ

Nucleus Nucleus

Time

11



What do we expect in a detector?

Input from: particle physics, nuclear physics, astrophysics and detector 
physics

dR

dER
= NN

⇢0
mW

Z vmax

vmin

dv f(v) v
d�

dER

Particle/nuclear physics

Astrophysics

vmin =

s
mNEth

2m2
r

Detector physics

The measured spectrum 
in a detector on Earth



Flux of dark 
matter particles:

ϕ =
ρdm

mdm
× ⟨v⟩

▸ From the measured local 
dark matter density  

▸ About 10 Millions through 
your hand, every second
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Gaia mission: data from 1.4 x 109 stars



Backgrounds: cosmic rays

14

=> much higher interaction rates than expected from dark matter particles!



Backgrounds

GERDA XENON1T

OPERA

XENON100

LVD

Borexino

▸ Dark matter experiments are 
deep underground  

▸ To shield from cosmic rays 
and their secondary particle

15

The Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy

1400 m

Gran Sasso Lab
L’Aquila

Teramo
Pescara

Gran Sasso 
mountain



Underground laboratories

16



Direct detection signals
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Charge Light
LXe: XMASS 
LAr: DEAP-3600 
CsI: KIMS 
NaI: ANAIS 
DAMA/LIBRA, 
COSINE, SABRELXe: XENON, LUX, LZ, PandaX, 

DARWIN 
LAr: ArDM, DarkSide, ARGO

CaWO4:  

CRESST 

C3F8, CF3I: PICO 
Ge: CDEX 
Si: DAMIC, SENSEI  
CF4: DRIFT, DMTPC, 
MIMAC, NEWS-DM, 
NEWS-G

ER

Heat
Ge, Si:  
SuperCDMS 
EDELWEISS 



The experimental challenge
Observe a signal which is:


very small ( few keV - tens of keV) 
extremely rare (<1 per ton of detector material per year) 
embedded in a background that is millions of times higher



The experimental challenge

Specific dark matter signatures

rate and shape of recoil spectrum depend on target material 
motion of the Earth cause a 

temporal variation in the rate (“annual modulation”) 
directional dependance

June

December

galactic planeCygnus

WIMP wind

v≈220 km/s

19ER

dR
/d

E R

higher 

WIMP mass

lower WIMP mass



Detectors using xenon

Measure VUV light 
and charge 

3D position of an 
interaction 

Example: 3.2 t of 
liquid xenon at 
-100ºC

Time

Light at λ=175 nm



Detectors using xenon

Time

'DUN�0DWWHU�'HWHFWLRQ�ZLWK�/;H�73&V

(QHUJ\
� 6��DUHD
� 6��DUHD

3RVLWLRQ
� [�\��6��VLJQDO�
� ]��GULIW�WLPH�

,QWHUDFWLRQ�W\SH
� 6��6��UDWLR��(5�15�

�

background-like

signal-like

Light

Ch
ar

geMeasure VUV light 
and charge 

3D position of an 
interaction 

Example: 3.2 t of 
liquid xenon at 
-100ºC



The XENON and DARWIN timelines

M. Schumann (AEC Bern) – XENON 8

XENON1T

96cm

● 3.5 t liquid xenon in total
● 2.0t active target
● ~1t after fiducialization
 

● 248+6 PMTs

2005-2007 2008-2016 2012-2019 2020-2024 2024++
15 kg 161 kg 3200 kg 8200 kg 50 tonnes

~10-43 cm2 ~10-45 cm2 ~10-47 cm2 ~10-48 cm2 ~10-49 cm2

XENON10 XENON100 XENON1T XENONnT DARWIN

22*detector pictures not to scale

1 m 1.3 m 2.6 m30 cm15 cm



Size and backgrounds 23

Inner detector mass [kg]

Background Rate 
[Events/(tonne keV day)]

XENON10
XENON100

LUX

PandaX

XENON1T

5 34 118 306 1000-1300

1000 5.3 2.6 0.8 0.2

XENON10
XENON100

LUX

PandaX

XENON1T

Main backgrounds: radioactivity of detector materials 



XENON Collaboration, EPJ-C 77 (2017) 12
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XENON1T at Gran Sasso
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XENON1T at the Gran Sasso Lab

Stainless steel cryostat and outer water shield



Inner detector tests in Zurich
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Le Monde  

Les 
Sciences 
en 
Images
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Inner detector in the cleanroom
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XENON1T at Gran Sasso

M. Schumann (AEC Bern) – XENON 8

XENON1T

96cm

● 3.5 t liquid xenon in total
● 2.0t active target
● ~1t after fiducialization
 

● 248+6 PMTs
29



No dark matter signal (so far)
L. Baudis. S. Profumo, PDG2019
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Observation of DEC in 124Xe

The rarest decay process ever measured in the Universe

De-excitation of 
the atom

2 electrons are captured 
from the atomic shell

The 2 neutrinos leave 
the detectors 
unnoticed

X-rays with at ~ 
64 keV are 
observed

124Xe + 2e� ! 124Te + 2⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="aJ8rDE8A54lmBgYZjDsFqIvDk+k=">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</latexit>

31

XENON collaboration, Nature 568, April 25, 2019



Observation of DEC in 124Xe

T1/2 = 1.8⇥ 1022 a
<latexit sha1_base64="EPXjLzzF9DivLE2CO3XGl1ifdjw=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgoowzo2A3QtGNywp9QWcsmTRtQzMPkoxQhn6AG3/FjQtF3PoB7vwbM20FnxdCDuecy733+DFnUlnWu5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3its7TRklgtAGiXgk2j6WlLOQNhRTnLZjQXHgc9ryRxeZ3rqhQrIorKtxTL0AD0LWZwQrTXWLpXo3tY+cCTpDtllBrmIBlci2rlNHk27ZLSOsXZZZsbJCv4FtTn+rBPOqdYtvbi8iSUBDRTiWsmNbsfJSLBQjnE4KbiJpjMkID2hHwxDrmV46PWaCDjTTQ/1I6BcqNGW/dqQ4kHIc+NoZYDWUP7WM/EvrJKpf8VIWxomiIZkN6iccqQhlyaAeE5QoPtYAE8H0rogMscBE6fwKOoTPS9H/oOmY9rHpXJ2UqufzOPKwB/twCDacQhUuoQYNIHAL9/AIT8ad8WA8Gy8za86Y9+zCtzJePwBTTZgA</latexit>

25. April, 2019
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XENON collaboration, Nature 568, April 25, 2019



Next step: XENONnT

8.4 tonnes of liquid xenon 

New inner detector, photosensor  arrays 

Gd-doped water neutron shield

33

In construction at LNGS

Start in 2020



The XENON collaboration
165 scientists, 25 institutions, 11 countries

34



The DARWIN Observatory

Ultimate dark matter detector 

50 tons liquid xenon 

Probe the experimentally 
accessible parameter space 
for WIMP dark matter  (before 
the neutrino background will 
dominate)

darwin-observatory.org

50 t LXe

35DARWIN Collaboration, JCAP 1611 (2016) 017



DARWIN physics
DIRECT DARK 

MATTER DETECTION

SOLAR AXIONS

GALACTIC ALPS, 
DARK PHOTONS

LOW-ENERGY 
SOLAR NEUTRINOS

SUPERNOVA 
NEUTRINOS

COHERENT 
NEUTRINO NUCLEUS 

SCATTERS

NEUTRINOLESS 
DOUBLE BETA DECAY 

136XE

darwin-observatory.org
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DARWIN Demonstrator

In construction at UZH (ERC grant Xenoscope) 

Small detector for photosensor R&D (Xurich)

37Figure 8: The Xenoscope demonstrator conceptual design, left, with the top flange and levelling mechanism shown, right.

systems were ordered, such as a hot getter purifier and a recirculation pump, while preliminary parts of the
levelling system (designed to withstand over 2 tons) were produced for testing purposes. A cross-section render
of the levelling system and TPC can be seen in Figure 8, right. A preliminary model of the electron lifetime
evolution of the Xenoscope demonstrator was obtained based on data from the XENON1T experiment. This
study suggests that, through purification with a gas getter, a maximum electron lifetime of about 1.5ms is
achievable. While this is enough to demonstrate electron drift over 2.6 m, such a system cannot achieve the
high purification speeds necessary for DARWIN. Thus, a liquid purification system will be designed and tested
at a later stage of the project. In the meantime, a campaign of extensive simulations of the TPC electric field
has started. These are necessary to finalise the TPC design and the design of a custom electrical feedthrough,
capable of distributing the required high voltage to the TPC. In the coming months, we plan to finalise the
design of the major components of the cryogenic system, as well as the emergency cooling and recuperation
system, and to start construction.

5. Work Package Five: Science reach

5.1. Sensitivity to the neutrinoless double beta decay
If neutrinos are their own antiparticles, the lepton number, that is an accidental symmetry in SM, would be

violated. Thus, a new decay mode, known as neutrinoless double beta decay, would be allowed. The signature
of this decay is a peak around 2.457MeV, well above the WIMP search region. The sensitivity of DARWIN
to this channel can be estimated following a figure of merit approach. Under the assumption that the signal-
to-background ratio is equal to 1 in the region of interest, we can obtain the next figure of merit [8], which
corresponds to the actual half-life estimate at 90% C.L:

T 0⌫
1/2 = ln 2

✏ ↵NA

1.64Mxe

p
Mtp
B�E

(1)

where ✏ is the detection efficiency of the two electrons, ↵ is the abundance of 136Xe in natural xenon, NA is
Avogadro’s number, MXe the molar mass number of xenon, M the fiducial mass, t the measuring time, B the
background index and �E the energy resolution at Q�� . The value 1.64 is the number of standard deviations
corresponding to a 90% C.L.

Background sources Events/(t·y)
Detector Materials 7.1⇥ 10

�2

Cavern background 3.4⇥ 10
�4

137Xe from Cosmogenic activation 6.2⇥ 10
�2

222Ra in LXe 1.1⇥ 10
�2

8B (⌫ � e scattering) 1.4⇥ 10
�2

136Xe in LXe 1.0⇥ 10
�4

Table 2: Expected background counts in the 0⌫�� ROI (2435-2481 keV).

6

L. Baudis et al., arXiv:2003.01731

Darwin demonstrator in our lab at UZH Xurich detector



Many open questions…

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org

Is the DM really made of new, weakly interacting massive particles? 

What are the properties of these particles? 

Are there more than one type of dark matter particles? 

What is their detailed distribution in the Milky Way?

38



Thank you

Coaches: Nikhil Bhatla, Louis Kang

Hilary Jacobsen 
Donata Huber 
Emily Birman

Hosts at UCB and LBNL: 
Yury Kolomensky 
Alan Poon
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The End



Direct, indirect & LHC

After Nature physics, March 2017

LHC

Indirect detection
Direct detection

DARWIN
Neutrino “floor”

41



Dark matter results
�SI < 4.1⇥ 10�47cm2 at 30GeV/c2

XENON, PRL 122, 2019

Axial-vector mediator 
and a Dirac WIMP, with 
fixed mediator-quark 
and mediator-WIMP 
coupling

XENON, PRL 122, 2019

30 GeV WIMP,  σ=1x10-45 cm2

42



Dark matter spectroscopy
▸ Capability to reconstruct the WIMP mass and cross section for 

various masses  - here 20, 100, 500 GeV/c2 - 

Exposure: 200 t y

1 and 2 sigma credible regions after marginalising the posterior probability distribution over:

� � �

10 100 1000

10-49

10-47

10-45

m�[GeV/c2]

�
S

I[c
m

2
]

�

�

�

10 100 1000

10-49

10-47

10-45

m�[GeV/c2]

�
S

I[c
m

2
]

Exposure: 200 t y

154 224
60

Update: Newstead et al., PRD D 88, 076011 (2013)
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The timescale for DARWIN

CDR

2022

2024

Engineering 
studies  

TDR

Construction 
phase

2024-25

2026

Commissioning 
phase

Start data  
taking

2027

darwin-observatory.org
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Example cross sections

N N

Z0

N N

h

�0 ⇠ 10�39cm2

�0 ⇠ 10�44 � 10�47 cm2

�
�

�

�



How to make 
them visible?
Produce such new particles at 
the LHC, in p-p collisions

WIMP search

Indirect detection

��� e+e�, pp

Direct detection

� N� � N

Production at LHC

p + p� � + a lot

� Talk by A. Baroncelli

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (UZH) Dark Matter Grenoble, 21/07/2011 4 / 31

χ

χ

proton

proton

p
s ⇠ fewTeV

Time
46



How to make 
them visible?
Look for their annihilation 
products in the Galactic Halo, 
Galactic Centre or in the Sun

The AMS experiment on the ISS

The Antares experiment in 
the Mediterranean seaχ

χ

known 
particles

p
s ⇠ 2m�

known 
particles

Time
47



Liquified noble gases
Xenon (“the strange one”) and 
argon (“the inactive one”)

48

Xe

Xe*

Xe+

Xe*2

Xe

Xe

Xe+2 Xe*2

Excitation

Ionisation

Excited 
molecule

Ionised 
molecule e-

e-
Recombination

h𝜈 (VUV region)

Dissociation

Ar 18   Xe 54


